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ABSTRACT: This chapter examines one source of the strategic disinformation now rife in American public life: the Koch network of extreme right donors, allied organizations, and academic grantees. I argue that the architects of this network’s project of radical transformation of our institutions and legal system have adopted this tactic in the knowledge that the hard-core libertarian agenda is extremely unpopular and therefore requires stealth to succeed. The chapter tells the story of how Charles Koch and his inner circle, having determined in the 1970s that changes significant enough to constitute a “constitutional revolution” (in the words of the political economist James McGill Buchanan) would be needed to protect capitalism from democracy, then went about experimenting to make this desideratum a reality. In the 1980s, they first incubated ideas for misleading the public to move their agenda, as shown by the strategy for Social Security privatization that Buchanan recommended to Koch’s Cato Institute, and by the operations of Citizens for a Sound Economy, the network’s first and very clumsy astroturf organizing effort. In the light of these foundational efforts, subsequent practices of active disinformation by this network become more comprehensible as driven by a mix of messianic dogma and self-interest for a project that cannot succeed by persuasion and organizing alone in the usual manner. Later cases include tobacco “scholarship” for hire by Buchanan’s colleagues at George Mason University to deter the public health campaign against smoking, climate science denial to stop action on global warming, promotion of the myth of mass voter fraud to leverage racism to restrict the electorate, assurances that an Article V Constitutional Convention is a good idea and can be restricted to a few pre-announced changes, and the use of concocted memes of violent mobs that must be restrained to win passage of new legislation to criminalize protest, particularly against the fossil fuel industry (including SLAPP lawsuits and laws to penalize alleged infringements on “academic freedom”).

A passage I came across in the research for Democracy in Chains haunts me in thinking about today’s radical right-wing disinformation ecosystem: “It may be possible for ‘irrationally held’ views to in fact support good policies,” particularly if those backing the policies were to leverage insights from “cognitive science and perhaps evolutionary biology.” This at a time when researchers in both disciplines were becoming aware of the biases set off by perceived
threats to the survival of one’s affiliative group—and as that media ecosystem was taking shape, with a reliance on behavioral manipulation of listener identity.¹

The speaker was Professor Tyler Cowen, the Holbert L. Harris Chair of Economics at George Mason University and the partner with Charles Koch for two decades now in the academic base camp of Koch’s political project, housed at GMU’s Mercatus Center. Cowen ventured the suggestion in a paper called “Why Does Freedom Wax and Wane?”; Koch’s Institute for Humane Studies commissioned the work to guide its “Social Change Project.” The “good policies” in question, “unpopular” though they were, would help eradicate the “restrictions on liberty” characteristic of twentieth-century democracies. The paper itself was a transnational survey that laid the conceptual groundwork for the “big bang” we have seen in U.S. political life since, with accelerating force after the 2010 midterm elections.

Cowen found that “the freest countries [defining freedom as economic liberty] have not generally been democratic”—with Chile under General Pinochet as “the most successful” case in point. Through structural “reforms” locked in by constitutional revision, Chile starkly reduced “rent-seeking through government favors” (that is, the ability of citizens to get from government what they could not get as individuals from the market). Indeed, Cowen pointed out of the very few success stories to date that “in no case were reforms brought on by popular demand for market-oriented ideas.” More challenging still, the libertarian cause had run up against a persistent problem: it wanted a radical transformation that “find[s] little or no support” in the electorate. How might the change agents get around this problem? Experience showed that “public toleration is more important than deep public involvement,” so a situation in which many felt “some form of radical change was necessary” might just prove sufficient, particularly if “traditional democratic constraints were to some extent attenuated.”
It is eerie how well the Trump era conforms to this scenario. Ill-informed backers of the President believe so deeply that norm-shattering radical change is needed that they are willing to accept policies that large majorities have consistently opposed, but that the Koch network is securing under the Trump administration. Without access to the private records of Tyler Cowen or Charles Koch and their associates, I cannot state with certainty that Cowen was suggesting that the libertarian cause apply the findings of cognitive researchers on how tribal instincts, stress responses, and the like are hardwired in human beings, such that manipulating these vulnerabilities could gain “toleration” for policies that voters who were thinking rationally and without undue stress might be expected to oppose. But I do find this an evocative hypothesis that future scholars and journalists might explore. Because one thing is abundantly clear from the available evidence: operations funded by Koch and his wealthy allies through organizations such as Freedom Partners Chamber of Commerce and Donors Trust have relied on disinformation and manipulation to advance their agenda of radical transformation, leveraging the specter of a supposedly threatening “liberal elite” and strategic racism (what Ian Haney López calls “dog whistle politics”) to compensate for lack of persuasive evidence by inciting clannish responses. Indeed, after witnessing several years of the Tea Party doing precisely that, a Cato Institute publication boasted of libertarians’ role in encouraging the cause and exulted that Tea Party activism was pushing the GOP to become “functionally libertarian.”

In this chapter, I examine one key source of the disinformation now rife in American public life: the network of extreme right donors, allied organizations, and academic grantees convened over decades by Charles Koch. I argue that the architects of this network’s project of radical transformation of our governing institutions and legal system have adopted deceit precisely because they understand that the hard-core libertarian agenda is extremely unpopular
and therefore requires stealth tactics to succeed. As Koch himself said to an audience of grantees in launching the audacious project: “Since we are greatly outnumbered, the failure to use our superior technology ensures failure.”

Even in an era of surging inequality and wealth concentration in the top .01 percent, the Koch fortune stands out: if the wealth of multi-billionaire brothers Charles and David Koch were held by a single individual, that individual would be the wealthiest on the planet. More arresting, though, are the political ambitions of the brothers, particularly Charles Koch, to transform American governance though the step-by-step imposition of a radical libertarian agenda that is taking aim at a century’s worth of public policy in domains from education to regulation, social insurance, and taxation. We know from the groundbreaking and revelatory investigative journalism of Jane Mayer, in particular, the sheer scale of the Koch network’s ambitions and operations and how they have used “dark money” distort public debate and democratic governance alike. The donor network funds an infrastructure of literally hundreds of organizations. It includes dozens of ostensibly separate national bodies such as the Cato Institute, the Heritage Foundation, the American Legislative Exchange Council, and the Federalist Society; over 150 state-level organizations whose work is aligned through the State Policy Network; organizing enterprises including Americans for Prosperity, Concerned Veterans for America, the LIBRE Initiative, and Generation Opportunity; and includes centers at colleges and universities—with George Mason University as the flagship enterprize, but faculty at over three hundred colleges now getting funding. We know also, from the superb scholarly research of Theda Skocpol and Alexander Hertel-Fernandez, that, in engaging the political process, this network is well-resourced and determined enough to rival the Republican Party and, indeed, has bent that party to furthering its agenda nationally and in the majority of states.
So, too, the exhaustive research of UnKoch My Campus, picked up by numerous leading newspapers and online media outlets, has shown how universities have become a central nexus of this project, supplying a long-sought talent pipeline, intellectual legitimacy for the organizational affiliates of the Koch infrastructure, and defensive capacity when the network is criticized. As well, they have shown how Koch investment has led to violations of academic integrity, including donor-influenced faculty appointments and student selection, secrecy in place of transparency, and administrators who have misinformed faculty and students to protect the donor, in the case of George Mason University.\(^7\) When speaking of the Koch network, then, I am referring to this exceedingly well-endowed and interconnected set of hundreds of operations and a growing stable of academic grantees. What my research adds to our understanding is its exposure of the core ideas guiding these efforts and how those ideas, in turn, explain the reliance on radical rules change (including constitutional changes) to be secured without alerting the public to the real endgame.

To be clear, efforts at honest persuasion are legitimate in a democratic society that relies on broad input and open debate to arrive at the best understanding and solutions. And Koch network grantees often engage in the kinds of reasoned efforts to change minds that other advocates do. But Koch network operations also, at the end of the day, rely on disinformation where persuasion has failed. And that corrosive practice is my focus here. To be sure, they are not the only source of calculated misinformation today. We know, for one, that Donald Trump has lied habitually and chronically while President. Less often noticed, because his are so audacious, is that disinformation has become a core tool of the much of the contemporary American right. Trump is the strange fruit of this enterprise, but not the sower of the seed.\(^8\) For
that, we can look back at least to the southern segregationists who developed the trope of the not-to-be-trusted “liberal media” to combat honest reportage on the civil rights struggle.  

Still, such precedents and analogous practices notwithstanding, there has been nothing in our history as audacious and calculated as the Koch network. And it is the piece I know best, so my focus here will be on its role in bringing us to the current crisis. In the remainder of this chapter, I discuss a few key episodes in the evolution of the tactic of enlisting disinformation to secure adoption of otherwise unsalable policies and changes in the legal system. The advantage of such a historical narrative is that it allows us to pinpoint key moments when Koch allies (and Charles Koch himself) came to understand that honest persuasion and organizing would not get them where they want to go.

I should note at the outset that while the archives to which I had access did not include significant materials on Koch investments in media, celebrity sources of disinformation have been featured draws at Koch seminars, including Rush Limbaugh, John Stossel, and Glenn Beck. I hope others will explore those particular connections. As the ever-strategic Grover Norquist has made clear, that which contributors to this volume bemoan is cause of celebration to Koch network participants like himself and to the wider right. Exulting over the declining viewership of the once Big Three stations, he conflates “breaking through the establishment media” with “conservatives rising,” liberated by “cutting out the middlemen”—the gatekeepers of old. All the better, he notes, what with the huge profits and listenership the likes of Limbaugh, Beck, and Savage now have “the new media will have a stake in electing congressmen, senators, and presidents” that side with the coalition that legalized their output.

Repackaging Social Security Privatization as “Reform”
Because the Koch project now sails under the false flag of “conservatism” so it can reach large numbers of voters, it is worth remembering that years ago Charles Koch and his grantees were more honest. They proclaimed themselves root-and-branch radicals, albeit radicals of the right, who spurned conservatives, and particularly disdained the kind of cold war and religious right conservatives on whom the project now relies for votes. Back then, Koch’s favored thinker was Murray Rothbard, the grantee who suggested that his patron read Lenin to appreciate the necessity of cultivating a revolutionary “cadre.” Koch did, and the Cato Institute became their joint project to launch the effort. After all, they sought revolutionary change: a world in which liberty was preserved by the total absence of government coercion in any form. No one could have mistaken Cato libertarianism with conservatism at time of the Institute’s 1977 founding. Indeed, Rothbard instructed readers of the first publication of the newly established think tank that the latter label should be “despised,” because “conservatism is a dying remnant of the ancien régime of the preindustrial era,” and thus at odds with the wholly freed capitalism that libertarians sought. “In its contemporary American form,” Rothbard explained, conservatism “embodied the death throes of an ineluctably moribund, fundamentalist, rural, small-town white Anglo-Saxon America.”

On domestic policy, Cato’s first leader, Edward Crane, never forgave Barry Goldwater for “[running] away from the issue of privatizing Social Security.” Charles Koch funded his brother David to run against Ronald Reagan in 1980, as the candidate of a Libertarian Party that called for an end to government coercion in any form, including minimum wages, child labor laws, taxation, and prosecution for drug use or voluntary prostitution. In the view of the hardy band of libertarian cadre Koch built up in the 1970s and 1980s, the whole “establishment” had to be overthrown, its conservative wing as much as its liberal one. The future, said Crane, belonged
to the only “truly radical vision”: “repudiating state power altogether.” The libertarians proudly proclaimed themselves “the party of revolution.”\textsuperscript{13}

What led the Koch cause to discard this initial uncompromising candor? As near as I can tell, something that often sets off social movements: “the threatened loss of new possibility.”\textsuperscript{14} The program of neoliberal transformation pushed through after the 1973 coup in Chile by the Pinochet government thrilled advocates of economic liberty; their vision was no long utopian, but now instantiated in a modern nation. Thus invigorated, they then watched in despair as the new U.S. President Ronald Reagan, who talked their talk, backed up in his very first year in office from carrying out the draconian program urged by his libertarian Office of Management and Budget Director David Stockman. Why? Because the President realized how unpopular it would make him. The much-ballyhooed Reagan Revolution, Stockman concluded, could not succeed in “the world of democratic fact.” The coincidence of these contrasting experiences—success in a controlled environment and failure in a democracy--led the Koch cause to turn, more and more in the ensuing decades, to stealth strategies reliant on misinformation.\textsuperscript{15}

The year after the Pinochet regime crafted a new “Constitution of Liberty” to embed neoliberalism in the lasting rules of national governance, Charles Koch moved the Cato Institute from San Francisco to Washington, D.C., in a display of his new interest in policy relevance. Having seen the Chilean junta’s success in imposing retirement pension privatization (and ending employer contributions), the Cato Institute made Social Security privatization its top policy goal. It invited James McGill Buchanan, a founder of public choice political economy and deeply committed libertarian who had just relocated his operation to George Mason University, to advise on how it could be done. To make a long story short: not with honest persuasion.

As an invited advisor on that Chilean constitution and an adjunct scholar with the
libertarian think tank, Buchanan launched the project with a lengthy 1983 article in the *Cato Journal*. He labeled the existing system a “Ponzi scheme,” a framing that as one critic pointed out, implied that the program was “fundamentally fraudulent,” indeed, “totally and fundamentally wrong.” But Buchanan’s main concern was the politics of Social Security: first, to explain why “support for the system [was] so universal” that it was treated as “sacrosanct,” and questioning of it “political suicide”—as the Reagan administration had just learned the hard way. The answer was straightforward: the majority of voters wanted the system to continue as it was. “There is no widespread support for basic structural reform, among *any* membership group” in the American polity, he noted, the italics his own: “among the old or the young, the black, the brown, or the white, the female or the male, the rich or the poor, the Frost Belt or the Sunbelt.”

The near-universal popularity of Social Security meant that any attempt to fight it on honest philosophical grounds was doomed.

Buchanan therefore suggested a more circuitous and sequential approach that obscured the truth. “Those who seek to undermine the existing structure,” he advised, must alter beneficiaries’ understanding of Social Security’s viability, because that would “make abandonment of the system look more attractive.” His counsel grew more cunning as it continued. “When short-run ‘reforms’ are needed,” he recommended, “those who seek to undermine the support of the system (over the longer term) would to do well to propose increases in the retirement age and increases in payroll taxes,” so as to make Social Security less well-liked, as recipients had to pay more and work longer to retire. Another shrewd move would be to tax high earners at higher rates than others to sully the image of the program as an insurance contract. Making the wealthy pay more in the near term could also lead more of them to oppose the program. Taken together, such a “patchwork pattern of ‘reforms’” (the quotation marks
around reform his own, to make sure the message came across that reform was not the true endgame) could pare off, one after another, groups that currently supported Social Security. Better still, the member groups of a once unified coalition that protected it might be induced by such changes to fight one another. When that happened, the broad phalanx that had upheld it for a half century might finally fracture. The follow-up plan by two staff members at the Heritage Foundation was aptly titled “Achieving a ‘Leninist’ Strategy.”

The Machiavellian advice Buchanan gave to his allies in Cato’s orbit pointed to a larger truth: that the goal was never, as elected officials advised by the libertarian cadre would portray it to the wider public, to ensure Social Security’s long-term viability, but rather to defeat its inner essence. What the libertarian right depicted as “reform” was but a camouflaged step toward the destruction of the social insurance system, which depended on pools that would balance risks and benefits. The libertarian thinkers and operatives acknowledged among themselves that privatization—wherever it was applied—was a strategy to weaken the collective organizational capacity of the people and discourage individual citizens’ tendency to look to government for solutions to their common problems. Along the way, privatization would also enrich the corporations that took over the former functions of government, and that, too, would alter power relations in ways that advanced the libertarian revolution.

As the political scientist Jeffrey Henig noted, in the second half of the 1980s privatization “moved from an intellectual fringe to become a centerpiece in contemporary public policy debates.” Buchanan’s Virginia school of political economy (a subset of the broader field of public choice economics), helped effect “the intellectual de-legitimation of the welfare state” that prepared the way for such privatization and, with it, in the words of one enthusiast, “the goal of fundamentally and irreversibly changing” the very nature of modern politics. Where the external
advocacy focused on questions of cost, competition, and efficiency, the internal think tank discussions always involved long-term calculation about how best to alter the structure and incentives of political life in order to radically shrink what members of the public might decide to do together.\textsuperscript{20} Privatization was thus a key element of the crab walk to the final, albeit gradual, revolution—in the ends-justify-the-means way of thinking that allowed for using disingenuous claims to take terrain bit by bit.

**Citizens for a Sound Economy and Tobacco Disinformation**

While the turn to “discourse sabotage” (to borrow a phrase from Kathleen Hall Jamieson via Jane Mayer) as strategy seems to have begun with Social Security, it soon appeared in other arenas as well.\textsuperscript{21} One was growing ties between Buchanan’s students and colleagues (often the same people, as he liked to hire his own advisees) and the tobacco industry. He thus recommended “a fine publicist for applied economics” for one of the growing number of donor-created and ideologically defined faculty positions on U.S. campuses, a tobacco-funded “Philip Morris Chair of Free Enterprise.”\textsuperscript{22} Other Buchanan allies at George Mason University began publishing on contract to the Tobacco Institute, in academic entrepreneurship that made them, in the apt phrase of Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway “merchants of doubt.” Sample titles include *Smoking and Society: Toward a More Balanced Assessment; Clearing the Air: Perspectives on Environmental Tobacco Smoke*; and *The Economics of Smoking*. Their stock in trade was the use of a patina of public choice economics to discredit promoters of public health as self-seeking actors hiding their real interests beneath claims about a fictitious common good, enlivened by a fillip of right-wing populism that branded regulators as elitist “paternalists” who used “coercion” in their social engineering.\textsuperscript{23} Along with the academic books came a larger and lucrative project
run from George Mason’s economics department called “Cash for Comments” (C4C), which paid university economics faculty to front for ever more embattled tobacco corporations.  

This work was a leading example of the new collaborations coming from an organization funded by Charles and David Koch in 1984 to lobby for market-fundamentalist policies such as deregulation and privatization—and to aid corporations that found themselves in trouble with government. Citizens for a Sound Economy (CSE) was a discourse-polluting enterprise from the outset. It was also, notes the former head of a strategic communications firm that took on the organization as its first client, “in effect, a wholly owned subsidiary of Koch Industries.” At the helm was Buchanan’s GMU colleague, Richard (Richie) Fink, a believer in Austrian economics and a peerless academic entrepreneur, who was becoming Charles Koch’s chief political advisor in this period. Fink stocked the organization with GMU economics Ph.D. alumni including Michael Becker, Wayne T. Brough, Jerry Ellig, Wayne Gable, and Wayne A. Leighton.  

The ultimate mission of CSE was to solve a problem that had long plagued organized libertarianism: the cause was all officers and no troops. The idea was to build a lobbying apparatus beyond the capital, out in the districts, for the proposals its corporate members produced. As early as 1978, Charles Koch had preached that “we need a movement” for just this reason. After all, an enterprise that numbered in the thousands, as libertarianism then did, could never realize its vast ambitions. That is why Fink and Koch created a mobilizing outfit that could expand the audience for their ideas and push policymakers to act on them. Citizens for a Sound Economy (CSE) thus billed itself as “a grass-roots organization with 200,000 members across the country” who aimed “to build support for market-oriented policy initiatives and reduce government interference in private decision making.” Those at the helm showed few scruples about how they arrived at such numbers. Even the Wall Street Journal in time complained that
CSE operated in a “secretive” manner and claimed as members organizations that had no idea they were listed as such, including the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts.\(^{29}\)

With Fink at the helm as the group’s “Founder, President, Chief Executive Officer,” CSE reached out to corporations to recruit them to the cause and seek their monetary help, with the organization’s astro-turf membership as part of the lure: people who could be tapped to lean on their state legislators and congressional representatives. In fact, Patricia Schroeder, a liberal member of Congress, launched a formal ethics complaint that Fink was using his position on Reagan’s Commission on Privatization to solicit money for CSE, and that Fink went so far as to claim to his marks that President Reagan backed CSE’s push for privatization. “It’s not often a President personally takes time to seek the support of a citizen’s group like us,” wrote Fink in fund-raising for his “pro-taxpayer” and “deficit-reduction” group. Fink had indeed secured a letter from the president, which addressed him on a first-name basis and expressed appreciation for CSE’s work for a balanced budget, to include with his pitch. Duly chastised by a White House staff member, “Mr. Fink said he was sorry and would not do it again.” One overruled critic suggested, presciently, “Sanction would have been stronger.” But the apology was deemed adequate because CSE “does support many of the Administration’s programs.”\(^{30}\)

As Fink learned the need for more finesse, the group managed to block some popular measures while also laying groundwork for the future. All the strategies being used today by Americans for Prosperity, CSE’s much larger and more sophisticated successor organizing outfit, had their first trials here, above all the leveraging of corporate funding to sustain an apparatus of voters throughout the country. Their mobilization could change the incentives for elected officials on matters from taxes to health care, energy policy, and corporate regulation.\(^{31}\)

A case in point: with the vast monies Charles and David Koch and their allies provided,
CSE tested its prowess in early fights against government health care provision. When Senator Orrin Hatch, a conservative Republican from Utah, co-sponsored a bill with Senator Edward M. Kennedy, a liberal Democrat from Massachusetts, to provide health care coverage to about ten million children, CSE “launched a $35,000 a week radio blitz” in Hatch’s home state that upbraided him in what he rightly called a “false and misleading” fashion. But that was just a warm-up for the role CSE would play in the fight against the Clinton administration’s health care plan. Described by one staff member as CSE’s “biggest single effort,” it included “organized demonstrations that shadowed the Clinton Administration’s pro-health care bus tour.”

Reaching out to corporations that faced challenges from government, CSE offered them support that might win their leaders’ commitment for the long fight ahead by demonstrating the value of political investment. The tobacco company Philip Morris was one such convert. The Clinton health care plan called for new taxes on tobacco for part of its funding, which outraged the company’s management. One element of its multipronged shadow strategy to defeat “Hillarycare” was a $400,000 contribution to CSE for “a grassroots program aimed at ‘swing’ Democrats” on the House Energy and Commerce Committee, “a key battleground” for the plan in Congress. Though the Kochs were little known at the time, the Washington Post reported that, while the protesters came from varied organizations, CSE was “the principle organizer” in many cities across the country. A flummoxed and furious President Clinton denounced the “demagoguery” of those “who disseminate false information,” pummeling the lectern at a press conference “so hard that he knocked the presidential seal to the ground.” In vain. “The [orchestrated] controversy emanating at the grassroots level” helped put the plan to death.

CSE was becoming more formidable than its comic origins might lead one to imagine. According to the eyewitness and researcher Jeff Nesbitt, CSE was also the crucial late-stage operations
manager in a gambit which the federal judge who held the tobacco companies liable “for RICO violations for fraudulently hiding the health risks associated with smoking” called “a massive 50-year scheme to defraud the public.” Deliberate disinformation was the very core of the scheme, along with the secretive practices for which Koch has become known.\textsuperscript{35}

Similarly, in 1996, CSE involved partners such as the American Petroleum Institute and the Chemical Manufacturers Association to start what the \textit{National Journal} called “a $5 million, multi-year campaign to weaken environmental laws in favor of big business.” The project coupled multimedia efforts with the hiring of “field directors to coordinate grass-roots work in the districts.” Again, others called foul. Dubbing CSE “the polluters’ front group,” the Sierra Club lambasted it for using “a phony pediatrician” who brandished “wildly improbable figures on the cost” of adhering to new air pollution standards.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{The Koch Network and Climate Science Denial}

It was not a great leap from such industry-defense stealth efforts in other areas to assisting the fossil fuel industry in its fight against honest science when global warming received growing public attention. Majority opinion was becoming a big problem for the industry and libertarian zealots in this era, as Americans came to embrace environmentalism to one degree or another, and see a need for government action to promote it. While corporations such as Exxon Mobil had withheld information to protect their investments and anticipated future profits, they could not hold the fort alone, with public opinion and many elected officials awakening to their products’ impact on the planet. Koch network operations would not be alone in aiding the fossil fuel industry, but their support was significant, and had outsized—and continuing—impact.\textsuperscript{37}
In 1997, as global climate negotiations got underway leading to the Kyoto Protocol of 1998, Citizens for a Sound Economy warned its corporate allies that 76 percent of Americans thought of themselves as environmentalists. “Worse, 65 percent” told industry pollsters that they “do not trust business” to take action against pollution; “79 percent of voters think current regulations are about right or ‘not strict enough.’”38 That was an existential challenge for a cause committed to radical deregulation. The lesson the cadre took from such findings was that it could not win majorities to its true goals.

So what was to be done? Caught between citizen support for environmental action and its members’ own resolve to protect corporations from any interference and belief that government could do no good, the libertarian cause came to deny the findings of science rather than concede the need for federal action. The problem is inescapable for their ideology: the pollution that produces planetary warming confirms the downside of free enterprise—what economists call market failure. That conclusion the ideologues cannot tolerate, because it shows the value of government intervention. The chair of the economics department at George Mason thus proclaimed that “sound skepticism of government action to prevent global warming is itself based on science”—the science, that is, of public choice. “It might be hard to admit,” said Donald J. Boudreaux, but because a government cure would be worse than the disease, global warming “is best left alone.”39

But that was not a persuasive proposition with the public, so Koch-funded organizations also promoted climate change denial, using donor funds to expand efforts make the citizenry believe the science was inclusive and controversial. That includes Republican voters, most of whom, even conservative ones, want action on global warming. The cause aims to ensure that they do not get it—indeed, that they are systematically deceived.40 The Cato Institute, which
Buchanan helped Charles Koch launch, and the Independent Institute, on whose board of
advisers the economist sat until his death in 2013, are among the circle of libertarian think tanks
driving what Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway describe as systematic “misinformation
campaigns.” Nearly all the ostensibly separate but connected wings of the Koch apparatus have
participated, from Citizens for a Sound Economy, to the Capital Research Center, the
Competitive Enterprise Institute, the many affiliates of the State Policy Network, and, of course,
Americans for Prosperity.41

As on other issues, vastly wealthy people are paying operatives to prevent the political
process from acting on the will of the majority. Just as it enlists the threat of primary challenges
to force Republican elected officials to pledge not to support taxes that the majority approves, so,
too, does the cause use the same club to secure pledges of inaction in this area. The coercion
works. Senator John McCain was but the best-known Republican to flip his position after a Tea
Party primary challenge. By 2014, only eight of 278 Republicans in Congress were willing to
acknowledge that man-made climate change was a reality. That pattern of Leninist-like discipline
in denial of the scientifically indisputable has no counterpart elsewhere in the world—which
makes sense, because no other nation yet has an apparatus like the Koch network in America.
“We’re looking at a party,” Paul Krugman points out, “that has turned its back on science at a
time when doing so puts the very future of civilization at risk.”42

To say all this another way: if the Koch-network-funded scholars, institutions, and elected
officials were not in the conversation, the public would know that the evidence of science is
overwhelming and government action to prevent further global warming is urgent.43 Stop the
flow of libertarian cash, that is, and the nation might just turn to an honest reckoning with the
economic model and energy sources that have wrought such havoc.
So determined is the Koch network to stop action on climate change, however, that a cause which came into being with odes to the Age of Reason and presents its scholars on university campuses as “classical liberals” has turned to schemes to defamation and intimidation of professional scientists. Efforts to discredit their findings having failed, operatives seek to discredit individuals and bully them into silence. Invoking public choice thinking, a Koch-subsidized organization thus argues that climate scientists are seeking personal monetary rewards, not doing honest research in the public interest. “All Aboard the Climate Gravy Train,” reads a typical headline. Merely for doing their jobs as researchers, climate scientists are being hounded by members of the cadre. Among other practices, these operatives abuse the Freedom of Information Act to demand access to the scientists’ correspondence in hopes of proving that the scholars are crying wolf in the pursuit of personal gain. Those funded by the Koch network to advance the liberty cause have shown that they will say anything, quite literally, to achieve their goal of preventing government action.

The amounts being spent are astronomical, it bears mentioning. According to Greenpeace researchers, Koch Foundations over the period from 1997 to 2017 contributed over $127 million to ninety-two organizations that engage in climate science denial.

Using the Myth of Voter Fraud to Restrict the Electorate

As the scale of the perceived threat grew, with more ambitious environmental action joining other ominous auguries for economic liberty such as the National Voter Registration Act of 1993, (popularly known as “motor voter”), which brought millions of low-income voters into the political process, the Koch-allied right came to view restricting the electorate as vital to achieving its goals. Here again, Koch grantees in the academy made the intellectual case.
Interestingly, the first pilot program for voter ID requirements came from the very Virginia counties (Arlington and Fairfax) that were home to the flagship Koch campus outpost at George Mason University, promoted by a Republican governor, James S. Gilmore III, whose support was crucial to that enterprise.48

While I do not yet have information to confirm Mercatus team input on the proposal, Koch allies and grantees on the GMU faculty, including Tyler Cowen and Bryan Caplan, have published works which argue that the expansion of the electorate in the twentieth century harmed economic liberty. Cowen observed that “the expansion of the voter franchise” beyond “wealthy male landowners” had led to enlarged public sectors, an unfortunate development to libertarians. It seemed that when other citizens, women among them, could influence government policy, taxes went up and government became more intrusive. For example, Cowen noted, “the elimination of poll taxes and literacy tests leads to higher turnout and higher welfare spending.”49 Calling voters who do not share the cause’s economics “a public nuisance,” Caplan suggested that it might be wise “to reduce or eliminate efforts to increase voter turnout.”50 The economist was not specific about how to do it, but implied the desirability of voter suppression.

The task of applying that counsel with practical measures fell to operatives in the integrated Koch network infrastructure. Here again, widespread and well-funded disinformation has proved essential to securing the desired outcomes. Any politician who openly argued for keeping from the polls those citizens likely to disagree with one’s policy goals would face outrage and fierce opposition. And the Constitution now rules out poll taxes, limiting the options. But crab-walking could get the desired result: use smog to change the terms of debate. Hence, Koch-funded organizations, among them the American Legislative Exchange Council, spread the falsehood of mass voter fraud—and continue to, even after repeated studies have exposed it to be
a non-existent problem. In turn, Koch-allied Republican elected officials enlisted that helpful myth and the products of the smog-generating organizations to pass the measures that have since helped throw elections their way. The years 2011 and 2012 alone saw more than 180 bills proposed in 41 states to make voting significantly harder by requiring photo identification (while disallowing public assistance and university ID cards), limiting early voting, ending programs that provided for automatic registration of high school students, and moving polling places to harder-to-reach locations. All this in a nation that was 138th of 172 democracies in its level of participation.51

The belief that low-income voters lacked legitimacy was a staple of Buchanan’s Virginia school of political economy, shaped as it was by southern white conservative intellectual traditions reaching back to the suppression of voting rights in the South after Reconstruction and the defeat of Populism.52 So, too, did it spread in the Mont Pelerin Society, which launched in 1947 (and today is chock full of climate change deniers). Pointing to Virginia school ideas about the need to limit democracy, the economist George Stigler had urged fellow members of the society at a meeting in the late 1970s to consider how the franchise might be limited “to property owners, educated persons, employed persons, or some such group.”53 Otherwise, Grover Norquist later warned, a nation risked “creating an underclass that votes rather than works for a living.”54

Such thinking—dare one say, elitist?--is widespread on the libertarian right, which depicts modern majoritarian democracy as a calculated project of coalition building by the “nonproductive” to exploit wealthy taxpayers—or, in the words of Cato Institute spokesman David Boaz, borrowing from Buchanan, “the predators and the prey.” “Registering the poor to vote,” complained a libertarian pundit more crudely, “is like handing out burglary tools to
criminals.”\textsuperscript{55} Such thinking, however commonplace on the far right, could not be expected to provide sufficient cover to legislators or persuade reporters, let alone survive court review.

So, here again, the tactic of deception has proved essential. Fraud was the alleged hazard that justified all the efforts to make voting harder. Serious researchers have been unable to uncover any intentional voter fraud (just normal human error in overwhelmed systems and occasional innocent lack of knowledge about eligibility). But so avidly has the right spread the lie that mass fraud omened “stolen” U.S. elections that not only nearly half of registered voters but also even federal judges and Supreme Court justices came to believe it—and decide cases on those fallacious assumptions.\textsuperscript{56}

The Misleading Campaign for a State-Convened Constitutional Convention

As effective as these campaigns to corrupt honest debate have been, the Koch-backed misinformation that may prove most consequential for the future of American governance is that which is currently getting the least attention from the media and the Democratic Party: the case that an Article V Constitutional Convention is a good idea—and that its agenda could be contained. While the nation has been transfixed by the daily tweets of President Trump, the Koch network has quietly lined up authorizations from state legislatures to convene the first national constitutional convention since the Constitution was drafted. Common Cause has called the effort “the most serious threat to our democracy flying completely under the radar.” To date, 28 of the 34 states needed have signed on. Until the 2018 midterms there were six GOP-controlled statehouses that had not yet committed but could be expected to: Idaho, Kentucky, Minnesota, Montana, South Carolina, and Virginia. (Now, after Democrats won one house of the Minnesota legislature, there are five). As even Warren Burger, the conservative former Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court noted, “there is no way to effectively limit or muzzle the actions of a Constitutional Convention.”

Yet, central to all the claims of convention promoters is the claim that such a convention would not be a runaway convention free to vote up any radical changes its delegates propose. Thus, the Convention of States, one of the leading proponents of the effort, assures visitors to its website. “Is it safe? Absolutely.” How it could be safe yet also a “revolution” effected through constitutional change as Mark Meckler, the Tea Party Patriots leader who heads the effort promises, is not explained. Again, misinformation and stealth enable what otherwise would be unthinkable. “You really don’t need people to do,” one Article V convention advocate told a Wisconsin state representative who attended an ALEC summit. “You just need control over the legislature and you need money, and we have both.”

Using Disinformation to Criminalize Protest

How convenient, then, that Koch network partners, others in the fossil fuel industry, and allied elected officials are also seeking new measures to punish protest, which, like the push for a constitutional convention, are attracting little attention, what with the mayhem in Trump’s Washington. Some 31 states have considered bills to criminalize and discourage protest, and 8 states have passed these laws. Most target specific types of dissent: Critical Infrastructure Bills establish harsh criminal penalties for pipeline protestors and organizations that support them; Campus Free Speech Bills specify sanctions for student protestors following protests against incendiary speakers; and highway bills aim at protests by Black Lives Matter. Several of these bills are based on model legislation from ALEC.
Here, again, disinformation greases the skids to secure passage of laws that otherwise might be considered a violation of the First Amendment and the traditions of direct action protests that have animated politics in America since the Revolution. Actors on the right, including the current President and right-wing media, have spread the narrative meme of “angry mobs” funded by George Soros that must be deterred with aggressive new measures, leveraging anti-Semitism and white anxiety to stifle reason and convey urgency.61

Conclusion

As noted earlier, this is not the first time in our history that we have seen disinformation campaigns, nor are members of the Koch network the only practitioners on today’s right. But I believe that what we are seeing now and from them is worse, by a long shot. This is partly true owing changes in media and technology which other chapters in this volume address. But what is driving it, in their case, is a new ruthlessness from a particularly ideological and threatened fraction of the capitalist class: an extremist minority that is breathtakingly well-funded and determined to win at any cost—and to make the transformation it seeks permanent. Through radical rules changes up to and including alteration of the Constitution, they aim to lock in the unpopular program of a tiny, messianic minority. And to stop action on the threat to our planet.

This chapter has outlined how the Koch network of extreme right donors, allied organizations, and many academic grantees have used disinformation as one strategy to achieve their agenda. Seeking changes radical and encompassing enough as to constitute a quiet, slow-motion revolution, Charles Koch and his team have sought to mislead the public on matters as varied as Social Security, the harms of tobacco, climate science, alleged voter fraud, constitutional change, and direct-action protest. Through it all can be seen the unifying thread of
“wealth defense” so characteristic of oligarchs through the ages, but now modernized to leverage sophisticated technology and targeted media that would have been imaginable to the oligarchs of old.62

Nor is this wealth defense on the part of would-be oligarchs solely a U.S. project. While my own research has concentrated on the American core of the effort to enchain democracy that disinformation serves, the Koch-backed corporate-anchored libertarian cause is transnational. It operates through the Atlas Network, an international umbrella organization of over 450 affiliates in 96 countries.65 Recently, British journalists have discovered that the Institute for Economic Affairs, the leading UK-based Atlas affiliate, played a secretive role in Brexit that has since landed it in legal trouble.64 So, too, have Koch Industry representatives hosted visitors from Australia who sought their investment to "change the voting system" down under. Steve Dickson of the One Nation party was recorded telling Koch personnel: "We can change the voting system in our country, the way people operate, if we've got the money to do it. … The ingredients are there, we just don't have the petrol to put in the engine.” One can only assume that with any such petrol would come strategic disinformation and stealth efforts of the kind described here. Indeed, the ABC report continued, Dickson “and the Koch Industries representatives also discussed the laws and public disclosure requirements in Australia for political donations.”65 Would that a transnational team of researchers could get ahead of this network to provide the public in each of the affected countries with the information network participants so assiduously seek to hide.
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